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This report documents the derivation and definition of a linear aircraft model for a rigid aircraft of constant
mass flying over a fiat, nonrotating earth. The derivation makes no assumptions of reference trajectory or
vehicle symmetry. The linear system equations are derived and evaluated along a general trajectory and
include both aircraft dynamics and observation variables.
INTRODUCTION
The need for linear models of aircraft for the analysis of vehicle dynamics and control law design is well
known. These models are widely used, not only for computer applications but also for quick approximations
and desk calculations. Whereas the use of these models is well understood and well documented, their
derivation is not. The lack of documentation and, occasionally, understanding of the derivation of linear
models is a hindrance to communication, training, and application.
This report details the development of the linear model of a rigid aircraft of consta_t mass, flying over a
fiat, nonrotating earth. This model consists of a state equation and an observation (or measurement) equa-
tion. The system equations 5ave been broadly formulated to accommodate a wide variety of applications.
The linear state equation is derived from the nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion. The
linear observation equa.tion is derived from a collection of nonlinear equations representing state variables,
time derivatives of state variables, control inputs, and fiightpath, air data, and other parameters. The linear
model is developed about a nominal trajectory that is general.-
Whereas it is common to assume symmetric aerodynamics and mass distribution, or a straight and level
trajectory, or both (Clancy, 1975; Dommasch and others, 1967; Etkin, 1972; McRuer and others, 1973;
Northrop Aircraft, 1952; Thelander, 1965), these assumptions limit the generality of the linear model. The
prhlcipal contribution of this report is a solution of the general problem o/" deriving a linear model of a rigid
aircraft without making these simplifying assumptions. By defining the initial conditions (of the nominal
trajectory) for straight and level flight and setting the asymmetric aerodynamic and inertia terms to zero,
one can easily obtain the more traditional linear models from the linear model derived in this report.
Another significant contribution of this report is the derivation and definition of a linear observation
(measurement) model. The observation model is often entirely neglected in standard texts. A thorough
treatment of common aircraft measurements is presented by Gainer and tIoffman (1972), and Gracey (1980)
provides a detailed discussion of speed and altitude measurements, llowever, neither of these references
present linear models of these measurements. This report reIies heavily on these two references and uses their
results as one of the bases for the nonlinear measurement equations from which the linear measurement
mode[ is derived. Also included in this report is a large number of other measurements or variables for
observation that have been found to be useful in vehicle analysis and control law design.
Duke and others (1987) describe a FORTRAN program called LINEAR tha.t derives a linear aircraft
model by numerical differencing (Dieudonne, 1978). The program LINEAR produces a linear aircraft model
(1ooth state and observation matrices) that is equivalent to the linear models defined in this report.
This report is divided into two main sections that define the reference systems and nonlinear state and
observation equations (section 1) and derive a linear model presented in the appendixes (section 2). The
appendixes contain a definition of tl_e linear aerody2mmic model used in this report (app. A), a derivation
of the wind axis translational acceleration parameters (app. B), generalized Iinear derivatives of the non-
linear state and observation equations (app. C), and the individual derivatives of the state and observation





































total aerodynamic axial force, lb
speed of sound, ft/sec
normal accelerometer output, g
output of normal accelerometer not at vehicle center of gravity, g
output of accelerometer aligned with vehicle body z axis, g
output of accelerometer aligned with body z axis, not at vehicle center of gravity, g
kinematic acceleration in vehicle body x axis, g
output of accelerometer aligned with vehicle body y axis, g
output of accelerometer aligned with body y axis, not at vehicle center of gravity, g
kinematic acceleration in the vehicle body y axis, g
output of accelerometer Migned with vehicle body z axis, g
output of accelerometer aligned with body z axis, not at vehicle center of gravity, g
kinematic acceleration in vehicle body z axis, g
reference span, ft
generalized force or moment coefficient
derivative of generalized force or moment coefficient with respect to arbitrary variable x
reference aerodynamic chord, ft




arbitrary force or moment
flightpath acceleration, g
acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2
acceleration due to gravity at sea level, ft/sec 2
altitude, ft
altitude measurement not at vehicle center of gravity, ft
inertia tensor
moment of inertia about z body axis, slug-ft 2
product of inertia in x-y body axis plane, slug-ft 2
product of inertia in z-z body axis plane, slug-ft 2
moment of inertia about y body axis, slug-ft 2
product of inertia in y-z body axis plane, slug-ft 2
moment of inertia about z body axis, slug-ft 2
.rx:,-:L
[fl .. + 1 :#xz
:xI , -
total moment about x body axis, fl-lb; or, total aerodynamic lift, Ib
unit length, ft





































total moment about z body axis, ft-lb; or, total aerodynamic normal force, lb
load factor
specific power, ft/sec
roll rate (about x body axis), rad/sec
static or free-stream pressure, lb/ft 2
stability axis roll rate, rad/sec
total pressure, lb/ft 2
pitch rate (about y body axis), rad/sec
dynamic pressure, lb/ff 2
impact pressure, lb/ff 2
Mach meter calibration ratio
stability axis pitch rate, rad/sec
Reynolds number
Reynolds number per unit length, ft -1
yaw rate (about z body axis), rad/sec
stability axis yaw rate, rad/sec
surface area of wing, ft 2
total angular momentum; or, ambient or fi'ee-stream temperature, °R
total temperature, °R
time
velocity along x body axis, ft/sec
vehicle velocity, ft/sec
velocity along y body axis, ft/sec
velocity Mong z body axis, ft/sec
total aerodynamic force along x body axis, lb
total gravitational force along x body axis, lb
total thrust force along x body axis, lb
vehicle position along x earth axis, ft
total aerodynamic sideforce, lb
total aerodynamic force along y body axis, lb
total gravitational force along y body axis, lb
total thrust force along y body axis, lb
vehicle position along y earth axis, ft
total aerodynamic force along z body axis, Ib
total gravitational force along z body axis, lb
total thrust force along z body axis, lb
vehicle position along z earth axis, ft
angle of attack, rad
angle-of-attack measurement not at vehicle center of gravity, rad
angle of sideslip, rad
angle-of-sideslip measurement not at vehicle center of gravity, rad
flightpath angle, rad
ith control surface deflection
pitch angle, rad
coefficient of viscosity, lb/ft-sec









































body axis acceleration vector




total angular momentum vector
sum of higher order terms in Taylor series
total moment vector
position vector in earth axis system




perturbation of control vector
perturbation of state vector
perturbation of time derivative of state vector
rotational velocity vector
state matrix of the generalized state equation, C'k = Ax + Bu
state matrix of the state equation, :_ = A'x + B'u
control matrix of the generalized state equation, C'_ = Ax + Bu
control matrix of the state equation, _ = A'x + B'u
system matrix of the generalized state equation, Ck = Ax + Bu
feedforward matrix of the generalized observation equation, y = Hx + G_ + Fu
feedforward matrix of the observation equation, y = H_x + 17_u
derivative observation matrix of the generalized observation equation, y = Hx + G_ + Fu
observation matrix of the generalized observation equation, y = Hx + G_ + Fu
observation matrix of the observation equation, y = H_x + F'u
intertia tensor
scaling matrix for inertia tensor
transformation matrix from earth to body axes
transformation matrix from earth to body axes
angular velocity matrix in the generalized state equation, T::: = fix(t), :k(t), u(t)]
n x m matrix of 0 values






























displacement of altitude instrument
displacement of altitude rate instrument








stability axis; or, specific
thrust
total
vehicle-carried vertical axis system
wind reference axis system
displacement in x body axis
x--y body axis plane
x-z body axis plane
sideforce
displacement in y body axis
y-z body axis plane
displacement in the z body axis
at sea level, standard day conditions; or, nominal conditions
Superscript
T transpose
1 NONLINEAR SYSTEM EQUATIONS
The motion of an aircraft as a rigid body can be described by a set of six nonlinear simultaneous second-
order differential equations. These equations, representing the translational and rotational motion of the
vehicle, call be formulated in tile notation of Kwakernaak and Sivan (1972) and Dieudonne (1978) as a
time-invariant system expressed as
= r[x(t), u(t)] (1-i)
where x(t) is the 12-dimensional time-varying state vector (t being time), _(t) is the derivative of x(t) with
_respect to time, u(t) is the k-dimensional time-varying input or control vector, and f is a 12-dimensional
nonlinear function expressing the six-degree-of-freedom rigid body equations.
Measurements of the vehicle state can be represented by the observation equation
y(t) = g[x(t), u(t)] (1-2)
wherey(t) is an e-dimensionaltime-varyingobservationvectorand g is an C-dimensionalnonlinearflmc-
tion expressingthe relationshipof the true vehiclestateand control vectors to the observed parameters.
Typically, the function g characterizes the dynamics and location of the sensors.
For the aircraft analysis and design problem, both the nonlinear and linear system equations are formu-
lated more broadly than just described (Edwards, 1976; Maine and Iliff, 1980, 1986). The nonlinear system
equations include _(t) terms in both the state and observation functions. In fact, in the most extended
form the state equation is expressed in terms of transformed variables (discussed in section 1.2.1). These
generalized equations form the basis of the analysis in this report. The generalized system equations are
T;c(t) = f[x(t), :k(t), u(t)]
y(t) = g[x(t), _(t), u(l)]
where T is a constant 12 x 12 angular velocity matrix.
(1-3)
1.1 Definition of Reference Systems
While numerous reference systems are used in aerospace applications, this report is lilnited to four reference
systems: the body, the wind, the vehicle-carried vertical, and the topodetic reference systems. The stability
axes are also defined even though this reference system is used only to define the stability axis rotational
rates (section 1.3.8).
Within this report the translational equations are referenced to the wind axes, and the rotational
equations are referenced to the body axes. Measurement equations are primarily referenced to the body -
axes when the use of a reference system is needed. The use of this mixed axis system definition in both
the nonlinear and linear models is related to the measurability and meaningfulness of quantities. Because
the aerodynamic forces act in the wind axes, this reference system is used for the translational equations. =
For instance, angle of attack, velocity, and angle of sideslip are either directly measurable or closely related
to directly measurable quantities, while the body axis velocities (u, v, and w in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively) are not. The body axis rotational rates are measured by sensors fixed in the body axes; wind
axis rates can be derived only from these quantities through axis transformations.
The first reference system to be described is the topodetic reference system, also called the earth-fixed
reference frame (Etkin, 1972), the earth axes (Thelander, 1965), and the Eulerian axes (Northrop Aircraft,
1952). The topodetic reference frame is considered fixed in space (and hence, inertial) with the orientation
of the axes as shown in figure 1; the x axis is directed north, the y axis cast, and the z axis down. The
vehicle position (x and y) and altitude (h) are measured from the origin of this reference systeln.
The vehicle-carried vertical axis system (fig. 2; Etkin, 1972) has its origin at the center of gravity of the
vehicle. The Xv axis is directed north, the yv axis east, and the z_ axis down. This axis system is obtained
by a translation of the topodetic axis system to the vehicle center of gravity. The attitude of the aircraft
(heading, pitch, and bank angles ¢, 0, and ¢, respectively) is described in terms of the orientation of the
aircraft body axes with respect to the vehicle-carried vertical axes.
The origin of the body axis system (fig. 3) is the vehicle center of gravity. The x axis is directed toward
the nose of the aircraft, the y axis toward the right wing, and the z axis toward the bottom of the aircraft.
The specific orientation of the actual body axes relative to the vehicle body is somewhat arbitrary. For =
symmetrical aircraft, the x and z axes are in the plane of symmetry; for asymmetrical aircraft, these axes
are located in a plane approximating what would be the plane of symmetry. The positive direction for the
body axis rates (roll, pitch, and yaw rates, p, q, and r, respectively), the body axis velocities (u, v, and w),




















Figure 2. Relationship between topode-







Figure 3. Body axis system.
- 7
The relationshipbetweenthe vehicle-carriedvertical and body axesis shownin figure 4. The Euler
angles(_5,0, and _) define the orientation of the body axes with respect to the vehicle-carried vertical
axes. The rotations required to transform the vehicle-carried vertical axes to the body axes are shown in
figure .5. The heading angle g, is a rotation about the z vehicle-carried vertical axis into a new axis system
(designated (xl, 9_, Zl) in fig. 5); the pitch attitude 8 is a rotation about the y] axis into the (z2, 92, z2)
axes system; the roll attitude _5is a rotation about the 92 axis into the body axes.
Figure 4.










Relationship between vehicle-carried vertical and body axis systems.
These rotalions are described by
and the total rotation is described by
LBv = LvLeL¢_ =
COS_ --sint_, 0 7
L_ = sin _ cos 7¢, 0 J0 0 1
Lo = 0 1 0
-sinO 0 cosO[,0 01L¢ = 0 cos¢ -sin¢0 sin © cos ©
cos 0 cos g'
sin ©sin Ocos
- cos g5sin
cos _ sin 0 cos _5
+ sin _5sin _'
cos 0 sin C'
sin _5sin 0 sin ¢,
+ cos _5cos V;'
cos _5sin 0 sin g,
- sin _ cos _,
-sinO
sin d cos 0































(a) Rotation through %5 about zv axis.
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(c) Rotation through ¢ about Xb axis.
Figure 5. Rotation of axes through Euler angles.
Because LBV is a unitary matrix, the transformation from the body axes to the vehicle-carried vertical
axes is LTv .
The relationships between the body, wind, and stability axes are shown in figure 6. All three axis
systems have their orig}n at the center of gravity of the aircraft. The x axis in the wind reference system
(xw) is aligned with the velocity vector of the aircraft. The angle of sideslip fl and angle of attack o_define
the orientation of the wind axes with respect to the body axes. (The stability axes are shown in figure 6
also. This reference system is displaced from the wind axis system by a rotation fl and from the body axis
system by a rotation -c_.)
yw. _ •
I _ 5" _2 /\ I
z_, z. / -_...j" \ I . .
I _ w/- '_ _.'r'::_ \ v,'-v COS/)
s // zk \ i "_._<1
"-- . ,,11 _ xs




Figure 6. Relationship of body, stability, and wind a_es.
Also shown in figure 6 are the components of the velocity vector V in the body axes (u, v, and w) -
and the definition of positive rotations for a and ft. It should be noted that fl is a positive rotation in a
left-handed coordinate system, whereas the positive sense of all other rotations used in aircraft analysis are
positive in a right-handed coordinate system.
The definitions of the body axis velocities (fig. 6) are
u = V cos c_cos _ (1-9)
v = Vsinfl (1-10)
w = Vsinacos/3 (1-11)
The total velocity V, angle of attack a, and angle of sideslip fl can be expressed in terms of these body axis
velocities as
v = [vl = (u2+ v + w2) 1/2 (1-12)
ct = tan -1 w (1-13)
It
v (1-14)/_ = sin -1 _-
10
1.2 Nonlinear State Equations
For the aircraft problem, the state vector x is 12 x 1 vector composed of four 3 × 1 subvectors represenling the
vehicle rotational velocity, the vehicle translational velocity', tile vehicle attitude, and the vehic]e location:
X = [X T X T X T xT] T (1-15)
\vhere
X 1 = [p q T] T
xa = [¢ e
x4 = [h x y]W






respectively. The vehicle rotational and translational velocity are defined within the aircragt-fixed axis
systems. In the formulation of the state used in this report, the vehicle rotations are body axis rates, whereas
the vehicle velocity terms are stability axis parameters. The vehicle attitude and location parameters are
earth relative.
The vector function f, relating the state vector its time derivative, and the control vector to the time
derivative of the state vector with respect to time, is a 12-dimensional vector function composed of four
3-dilnensional vector subfunctions:
f[x(t), _(t), u(t)] = [fT fT fat f TIT (1-20)
where t"1, f2, fa, and t".4are the vector functions that relate the x(t), _(t), and u(t) vectors to the rotational
acceleration, translational acceleration, attitude rate, and earth-relative velocity subvectors of _(t). In the
following sections, each of these subfunctions will be developed separately. The details of the derivation
of these subfunctions can be found in any of the standard references on aircraft dynamics (Etkin, 1972;
McRuer and others, 1973; Thelander, 1965).
1.2.1 Rotational acceleration.--The subfunction fl of f from which the rotational acceleration
terms in the 5¢vector are derived is based on the moment equation
dH (1-21)
M= dt
where M is the total moment on the vehicle and H is the total angular momentum of the vehicle. This
expression can be expanded to
M = _t ([Ft)+ a X (Ia) (1-22)
where 5/5t is the time derivative operator in a moving reference fl'ame (such as the vehicle body' axis system)
and the substitution
H = If/ (1-23)
1
has been used to replace the total angular momentum term with the product of the inertia tensor I and
the rotational velocity vector Ft. (The inertia tensor is assumed to be constant with time.) The definition
of the terms in equation (1-22) follow:
M= _M = M + kiT (1-24)
11
with L, M, and N being the aerodynamic total moments about the x, y, and z body axes, respectively, and
LT, A[T, and NT the sums of all power-plant-induced moments;
where I_., Iy, and Iz are the moments of inertia about the x, y, and z body axes, respectively, and Ixy, l_z, }
and Iyz are the products of inertia in the z-y, x-z, and y-z body axis planes, respectively; and
f_ = Xl = [p q r] T (1-26) :
where p, q, and r are the rotational rates about the x, y, and z body axes, respectively. Because it is
assumed that the inertia tensor is a constant with respect to time, equation (1-22) can be rewritten as
5
--f_ =/-_(M - ft If_)x (1-27)bt
This is the vector subfunction for the rotational acceleration. Designating this subfunction as t"1, the
following definition applies:
f,[x(t),_(t), u(t)]- I-I[M- flx (/ft)] (1-28)
where
5
_-/a = fi[x(t),,(t), u(t)] (1-29)
5_a = [/5 O ÷]T (1-30)
where
Since the inverse of the inertia tensor 1-1 is given by
5 [_ /31
i_1_ 1 I2 /4 /5
detI /3 /5 /-6
det I = ]xIyIz - IxI_z - IzI2_u-
h = L.ylz + Iyzzxz
5 = Ixyt_z + i_I_z
i5 = IxT_z + 1_&_










tile expression for the rotational accelerations can be expanded as a set of scalar equations:
1 [[_LI1 Jr _I[2 Jr _J¥13 - p2(fxzI2 - Ixyf3) -ac?Qq(fxz[1 - Iyz[2 - Dzf3)/')- det
- pr(IxJt Jr Dyh - Iuzh) Jr q2(IuzI1 - IzuI3) - qr(Dx[1 - IzyI2 Jr Ixzh)
- r2(I zI1 -
1
0 - det i [2Lh + _l"_Ih + _]-hr/s - p2(Ixzh - IzuIs) + pq(IxzI2 - Iy.L_ - Dds)
- pr(Ixvh + D_h - IyzIs) + q2(Iyzh - L:vIs) - qr(D_:h - I_I4 + ISa)
- - I...h)]
1 [_,L[3 Jr NMI5 4- _NI6 - p_iI_z[5 - [xy[6) 4- Pq([_d3 - [y:[5 - Dz[6)
det I





D_ = Iz- I_ (1-42)
Dy = I_- 1_ (1-43)
D_ = Iy-I_ (1-14)
Equation (1-3) defines the generalized nonlinear state equations a.s
T*(t) = f[x(t), :k(t), u(t)]
This equation, although more compficated than the nonlinear equations defined by equation (1-1), allows for
a more tractable formulation of the state equation by using the matrix T to provide a means of addressing
the rotational accelerations in a deconpled axis system.
The derivation of the rotational acceleration terms is based on the moment equation (1-22):
M = 6_(If_)+ f_ x
Rearranging terms and assuming that the inertia tensor is constant with respect to time, the equation can
be written as
I_2 = M - £Z x If_ (1-45)
t"
The rows of this vector equation are now scaled using the following scaling matrix:
o o
J' = 0 1/[y 0 (1-46)
0 0 1/Zz
This matrix, when premultiplying equation (1-27), merely divides the first row by the roll inertia Ix, the
second row by the pitch inertia. Iv, and the third row by the yaw inertia I_. Using the definition
J = J'I (1-17)
13
the resultingequationis
andJ can be written as
J_f_ = J'M - J'(f_ x I_)
1.o - I_JGJ = - Ixy/I_ 1.0GzlI_ - gzl& - I,:z/Ix ]
zyz/ _
1.0
Equation (1-48) can be expanded and expressed as
[] ][]p' 1.0 . - [xylI_ - &z/Ix Dq' - G,,/g 1.o - gzlg
,:' - G:IIz - S_zlg 1.o ÷
=[_L/f_ - rp[_y/G + pqI_z/I_ + rqly/I_ + (q2 _ r2)lyz/ir _ qrI_/I__M/Iy - rpG/Iy + rqGy/Iy - pqly_/I_ + (r 2 - p2)G_/Iy + prI_/I_
_N/I_ + qpG/I_ - qrI_/I_ + prly_/I_ + (p2 _ q2)[_y/& _ pqIy/fz
where lY, _', and ÷' are the decoupled rotational accelerations of the vehicle.











which would be an identity matrix except for the presence of the inertia terms in the upper left-hand corner.
Thus, the vector subfunctions for the generalized state equation defining vehicle translational acceleration,
vehicle attitude rates, and earth-relative velocities are the same as those defined for the standard nonlinear
state equations in sections 1.2.2, 1.2.3, and 1.2.4, respectively.
1.2.2 Translational acceleratlon.--Derivation of the translational acceleration vector subfunction
f2 is based on the force equation
J
= -_t (mY) (1-52)F
where F is the total force acting on the vehicle and m is the vehicle mass. Tlfis expression can be expanded to
(_V )F=m _ +a x V (1-.53)
with the assumption of constant mass with respect to time and the following definitions of F and V:
F = [:SX XY SZ] T (1-5d)
where EX, EY, and EZ are the sums of the aerodynamic, thrust, and gravitational forces in the x, y, and
z body axes, respectively, and
V = [/',t v wl T (1-55)
ILl
Rearranging the terms of equation (1-52) gives an expression for the translational acceleration:
iv = IF- flx v (1-5G)
_t m
This equation expresses body axis accelerations in terms of body axis forces, angular rates, and velocities.
IIowever, the desired form of this relation requires the translational accelerations in the wind axis system;
that is, in terms of the magnitude of the total vehicle velocity V, angle of attack a, and angle of sideslip fl,
which are expressed by equations (1-9) to (1-11)
u = Vcosacos/3
v = V sin/3
w = Vsin&cosfl
and equations (1-12) to (1-14)
v = IVl= (_=+ _=+ w2) 1/2
The wind axis translational acceleration terms (derived in app. B) are summarized as:
[f,-,s 3]T = r_[x(O,_(t), u(t)] (1-57)
where
_) = 1[ _ D cos/3 + Y sin/3 + XT cos a cos/3 + YT sin/3 + ZT sin a cos
-- rag(cos a cos/3 sin 0 - sin/3 sin ¢ cos 0 -- sin a cos/3 cos ¢ cos 0)1 (1-,5s)
_1. ¸ __
1
_-[-L + ZT cos c_ -- XT sin a + rag(cos & cos ¢ cos 0 + sin a sin 0)]Vra cos
+ q - tan/3 (p cos a + r sin a) (1-59)
1)
= ,--_-[D sin _q + Y cos _3 - XT cos a sin 3 + Yr cos fl - ZT sin a sin 3
+ rag(cos a sin/3 sin 0 + cos _ sin ¢ cos 0 - sin a, sin _qcos ¢ cos 0)] + p sin a - r cos a (1-60)
with D being total aerodynamic drag; Y total aerodynamic sideforce; and XT, ]_, and ZT total thrust
force along the x, y, and z body axes, respectively.
1.2.3
into body axis angular velocities is defined by
[1° 1R = 0 cos ¢ sin ¢ cos 00 -sine cos¢cos0
Attitude rates.--The matrix R that transforms angular velocities in the earth-fixed axis system
(1-6.1)
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whereR is derived by Maine and Iliff (1986) from the total angular velocity of the aircraft expressed in
terms of the derivatives with respect to time of the Euler angles (¢, t), ¢):
I!] ° 0][!][100][= + cos¢ sine + 0 cos¢ sine
-sin¢cos¢ O-sin¢cos¢  oso0-:01[i]sin0 0 cos0 J
0 l[i]= cos¢ sin0cos00 - sin ¢ cos ¢ cos 0 _}
This transformation from earth-fixed to body axes can be expressed by the equation
(1-62)
_= _(dE) (1-63)
where E is an attitude vector whose components are the Euler angles:
= [(_ 0 _)]T (1-64)
Premultiplying both sides of equation (1-63) by R -1 and rearranging terms yields the equation for the
attitude rates,
_eE
dt = R-_fi (1-65)
which can be expanded into the scalar equations
= p+qsinCtan0+rcosCtan0 (1-66)
= qcos¢- rsin¢ (1-67)
= qsinCsec0 + rcosCsecO (1-68)
1.2.4 Earth-relatlve veloclty.--The matrix LBV that transforms earth axis system vectors into the
body axis system is defined by equation (1-8) as
Icos s n 01[cos00s,n01[ 0]= sine cos¢ 0 0 1 0 0 cos¢ -sin¢0 0 1 -sinO 0 cosO 0 sine cos¢
cos 0 cos _ cos 0 sin _b - sin 0
= sin ¢ sin 0 cos _ - cos ¢ sin ¢ sin ¢ sin 0 sin _/, + cos ¢ cos ¢ sin ¢ cos 0
cos ¢ sin 0 cos ¢ + sin ¢ sin ¢ cos ¢ sin 0 sin ¢ - sin ¢ cos ¢ cost cos 0
LBV
E
The specific relationship between earth-relative velocities and body axis velocities is expressed by
where R is the earth axis system vector defining the location of the vehicle:
(1-69)
1%= [x y z] T (1-70)
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with z = -h.
The equation for the earth-relative velocity can be formulated as
dR= LB_V (1-71)
dt
in which these velocities are expressed in terms of body axis velocities. Using equation (1-72) and the
definitions of the body a_s velocities in equations (1-12) to (1-14) allows the earth-relative velocities to be
expressed in terms of V, a, and/3:
J_ = V(cos a cos/3 sin 0 - sin/3 sin ¢ cos 0 - sin _ cos/3 cos ¢ cos 0) (1-72)
= V[ cos a cos/3 cos 0 cos _b+ sin fl(sin ¢ sin 0 cos ¢ - cos ¢ sin ¢)
+ sin a cos/3(cos ¢ sin 0 cos ¢ + sin ¢ sin 4)] (1-73)
= V[ cos a cos/3 cos 0 sin ¢ + sin/3(cos ¢ cos ¢ + sin ¢ sin 0 sin ¢)
+ sin a cos/3(cos ¢ sin 0 sin ¢ - sin ¢ cos _/,)] (1-7d)
1.3 Nonlinear Observation Equations
No standard set of observation variables exists for the aircraft analysis and control design problem. IIowever,
for any guidance and control problem, the main observation variables generally will be a subset of the state
variables. Other common observation variables are the vehicle body axis translational accelerations and
air data parameters. Thus, the dimension of g[x(t), zk(t), u(t)] is not fixed and varies from application to
application. The set of observation variables described in this section was selected to address a wide range
of problems. The basic composition of the observation vector y as used in this report is given by
Y = [x T _T u T y,T]T (1-75)
where x and :k are the state vector and time derivative of the state vector described previously, u is the
control vector, and y_ is defined by
y/__ [y_T y_T y_T y_T YV y_T y_T y_TIT (1-76)
where
y_ = [ax,k ay,k az,k ax a v az an ax,i ay,i az,i an,i n]T (1-77)
y_ = [a M Re Re' 77qc q¢/P_ P_, Pt T Tt] T (1-78)
Y; = [7 fpa _]T (1-79)
y_ = [E_ p_]T (1-80)
y_ = [L D N A] T (l-S1)
t = [l/ V W /t ?) _b] T (l-S2)Y6
y_ = [a,i /3,i h,,i h,i] T (1-83)
' = [T r_]T (1-84)Y8 P_ %
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with the elementsof y_ beingtermsrelatedto thevehiclebody axisacceleration,the elementsof y_ being
air dataterms,the elementsof y_ beingflightpath-relatedterms,the elementsof y_ beingtermsrelatedto
vehicleenergy,y_ beingavehicleforcevector,theelementsof y_ beingbody axistranslationalratesandthe
time derivativesof thoseterms,y_ beinga vectorof variablesrepresentingmeasurementsfrominstruments
not locatedat thevehiclecenterof gravity,andtheelementsof y_ beinga collectionof miscellaneousterms.
Obviously,thisgroupingof termsis somewhatarbitrary andis doneprimarily to easethedefinitionof these
termsin the followingsectionsof this report. Thisgroupingof observationvariablesparallelsthat usedby
Dukeandothers(1987).
Thevectorfunction g relating the statevector,the time derivativeof the statevector,and the control
vectorto the observationvectoris an_-dimensionaIfunctioncomposedof four subfunctions:
g[x(t),Sc(t),u(t)]= IxT _:TuT g,T] (1-85)
wherex, _, and u areidentity functionson the statevector,time derivativeof thestatevector,andcontrol
vector,respectively,andg_is composedof vectorsubfnnctionsdefiningthey_vector.
The state vector, time derivativeof state vector, and control vector components of the observation
vector are not discussed in detail in this section of the report. The equations for the elements of the time
derivative of the state vector were developed in section 1.1. The observation equations for the state and
control variables are simply identities. The equations for the remaining observation variables are obtained
from a variety of sources. In addition to the previously cited sources, Clancy (1975), Dommasch and
others (1967), Gainer and IIoffman (1972), and Gracey (1980) provide the background and derivation of
tile observation equations used in this report.
1.3.1 Accelerations.--The vehicle body axis accelerations and accelerometer outputs constitute the
set of observation variables that, after the state variables themselves, are most important in the aircraft
control analysis and design problem. These accelerations and accelerometer outputs are measured in units
of g and are derived directly from the body axis forces defined in section 1.2.2. The body axis acceleration
vector a can be expressed as
dr=a = dt V + _2 x V (1-86)
It is important to note here that the _, 73, and _b body axis velocity rates, derived in appendix 13 and
defined by equation (B-l), are not the body axis accelerations. The body axis accelerations contain not
only the body axis velocity rates but also the rotational velocity and translational velocity cross-product
terms. Thus, expanding equation (1-86) yields
a = ay,k
az,k
iz + qw- rv ]i_+ ru - pw
go + pv - qu
(1-87)
where ax,k, ay,k , and az,k are the kinematic accelerations in the vehicle body x, y, and z axes, respectively.
Using
= + + + - (1-88)
(v (1/m)(ZT + Za + Zg) + qu - pv
(stated as eq. (B-l) in app. B), equation (1-87) can be rewritten as
%,k = (1/m)(Yw + Y_ + Yg) (1-89)
(l/m)(zs + & +
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whereX_, Y_, and Z_ are total aerodynamic forces and Xg, ]_, and Zg are total gravitational forces along
the x, y, and z body axes, respectively. This can be expanded in terms of the gravitational and aerodynamic
forces to give (in units of g)
_ - YT+Y+gmsin¢cosO (1-90)
a y,k gore
az,k aT -- D sin c_ - L cos a +gm cos ¢ cos 0
where go is the acceleration due to gravity at sea level.
The outputs of body axis accelerometers at the vehicle center of gravity are simply the body axis
accelerations due to the thrust and aerodynamic forces. The accelerometer output equations can be written
directly from equation (1-90) as
iax]a 1[xT coo+Lsin +Y
az gom ZT -- D sin a - L cos a
(1-91)
where ax, ay, and az are the outputs of accelerometers at the vehicle center of gravity and aligned with the
vehicle body x, y, and z axes, respectively. Because the normal acceleration an is defined by
an = -az (1-92)
an expression for this variable can be extracted from equation (1-91):
a,, = (--ZT + Dsina + Lcosa)/gom (1-9a)
The equations defining the output of accelerometers aligned with the vehicle body axes but displaced
from the vehicle center of gravity are derived by Gainer and IIoffman (1972) using the definition of inertial
acceleration given in equation (1-86)
a= _-V+fl x V
and the definition of inertial velocity
5
V = _r+ fl x r (1-94)
The results from Gainer and IIoffman (1972) are reproduced here without rederivation:
au,i = ay + [(pq + i')Xy - (p2 + r2)yy _ (qr - p)zy]/9o (1-95)
az, az + [(pT- O)x + +  )Yz - (q2+
where a_.i, ay,i, and az,i are outputs at accelerometers aligned with the x, y, and z body axes but not located
at the vehicle center of gravity; the subscripts x, y, and z refer to the x, y, and z body axes, respectively;
and the symbols x, y, and z refer to the x, y, and z body axis locations of the sensors relative to the vehicle
center of gravity. Because the normal acceleration is the negative of the z body axis accelerometer, the
output of a normal accelerometer not at the vehicle center of gravity but aligned with the z body axis, an,i,
is given by
an,i = an - [(pr - gt)xz + (qr + P)Yz - (q2 + p2)Zz]/g ° (1-96)
The final quantity included in the general category of accelerations is load factor n. This quantity is





1.3.2 Air data parameters._The air dataparametershaving the greatestapplicationto aircraft i
dynanlicsandcontrolproblemsarethesensedparametersandthereferenceandscalingparameters.Chosen ]
for inclusionasthesensedparametersareimpactpressureqc, static or free-stream pressure p_, total pressure !
pt, ambient or free-stream temperature T, and total temperature Tt. The selected reference and scaling !
parameters are Mach number M, dynamic pressure q, speed of sound a, Reynohls number Re, Reynolds "
number per unit length Re', and the Mach meter calibration ratio q¢/p_. The derivation of these quantities
is treated extensively by Gracey (1980).
The nonlinear equations defining these quantities are
a = [1.4 Po T] 1/2
[ poTo J (1-98) =
V






(t = lP V2
{ + O.2M ) - 1.0Mq_ = {1.2M215.70 2/(5.6M2 _
q__£__= f (1.0 + 0.2/}12) 3.5 - 1.0
P_ _ 1.2M215.76M2/( 5.6M2 - 0.8)] 2.5 -
Tt = T(1.0 + 0.2M _)
z
(1-102)
(M _< 1.0) (1-103)
0.8)] 2"s- 1.0}p_ (M > 1.0)
(M _< 1.0) =
1.0 (M _> 1.0) (1-104) -
(1-1o5)
where p is the density of the air, /z is the coefficient of viscosity, and the subscript 0 refers to sea level,
standard day conditions. Free-stream pressure, free-stream temperature, and the coefficient of viscosity are
properties of the atmosphere and are assumed to be functions of altitude alone.
1.3.3 Fllghtpath-related parameters.--Included in the observation variables are what might best
be termed flightpath-related parameters for lack of better nomenclature. These terms include flightpath
angle 7, flightpath acceleration fpa, and vertical acceleration t_. The variables are defined by the following
equations:
7 = sin-1 1-7 (1-106)
fpa = -- (1-107)
g
= a_,k sin 0 - ay,k sin ¢ cos 0 -- a_,k cos ¢ cos 0 (1-108)
2O
=
1.3.4 Energy-related parameters.--Two energy-related parameters are included with the observa-
tion variables considered in this report: specific energy Es, and specific power Ps, defined as
y 2Es = h+ -- (1-109)
2g
Ps - des _ ]_ -t- (rV._.._ (1-110)
dt g
1.3.5 Force parameters.--The set of observation variables being considered also includes four force
parameters. These quantities are total aerodynamic lift L, total aerodynamic drag D, total aerodynamic




A = -Lsina + Dcosa





1.3.6 Body axis rates and acceleratlons.--Because they are of interest in the control analysis and
design problem, six body axis rates and accelerations are included as observation variables. These include
the x body axis rate u, the y body axis rate v, and the z body axis rate w. Also included are the time
derivatives of these quantities, /t, _?, and _b, respectively.
The definitions of the body axis rates are given in equations (1-9) to (1-11) as
u = V cos a cos
v = Vsinfl
w = Vsinacosfl
The time derivatives of these terms can be defined using equation (B-l) and equations (B-8), (B-9), (B-10),
and (1-56) as
it = XT -- grasinO - Dcosa + Lsina + rV sin/3 - qV sin c_cos/3 (1-115)
m
ij = YT + gmsin¢cosO + Y + pVsinacosfl- rVcosacosfl (1-116)
D_
(0 --_ ZT "JVgm cos ¢ cos 0 -- D sin a - L cos a + qV cos a cos/3 - pV sin/3 (1-117)
m
1.3.7 Instruments displaced from the vehicle center ofgravity.--The need to include measure-
ments from instruments displaced from the vehicle center of gravity arises from the fact that not all aircraft
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instrumentationis locatedat thevehiclecenterof gravity. The mostimportantof thesequantitiesareun-
doubtedlythe accelerometeroutputstreatedin section1.3.1.In this sectionfour additionalparametersare
presented:angleof attack (a,i), angleof sideslip(/3,/),altitude (h,i), and altitude rate (it,/) measurements
from instrumentsdisplacedfrom centerof gravityby somex, y, and z body axis distances. The subscripts
a,/3, h', and ]_ refer to the displacements of the angle-of-attack, angle-of-sideslip, altitude, and altitude rate -
instruments from the vehicle center of gravity. The equations used to compute these quantities are
a,i = a + qx_ - py_ (1-118)V
rx_ - pz_ (1-119)fl'; =/3+ v
h,i = h + Xh sin0 -- Yh sin¢cosO -- Zh cos ¢COS0 (1-120) -
J_,i = ¼+O(xhcosO+yhsinCsinO+zhcosCsinO)-(b(YhCOSCcosO-zhsinCcos8) (1-121)
1.3.8 Miscellaneous observation parameters.--The final set of observation parameters considered
ill this report is a miscellaneous collection of parameters of interest in analysis and design problems. These
parameters are total angular momentum T, stability axis roll rate Ps, stability axis pitch rate qs, and stability
axis yaw rate rs. The equations used to define these quantities are









2 LINEAR SYSTEM EQUATIONS
The standard state equation for a linear differential system has the form
*(t) = A'x(t) + B'u(t) (2-1)
where, for a time-invariant system, A _ is a constant n × n matrix and B _ is a constant n × k matrix. The
standard output equation has the form
y(t) = tt'x(t) + F'u(t) (2-2)
where H' is a constant g x n matrix and F r is a constant g × k matrix. The generalized linear system
equations used with an extended formulation compatible with the generalized nonlinear equations (1-3) and
(1-4) can be characterized by
eft(t) = ax(t) + Bu(t) (2-3)
y(t) = /Ix(l) + ak(t) + ru(t) (2-4)
where C and A are constant n x n matrices, B is a constant n x k matrix, H and G are constant g x n
matrices, and F is a constant gx k matrix. The nonlinear system equations developed in section 1 (eqs. (1-1)
to (1-4)) can be linearized about a trajectory, and a linear model can be formulated that is similar to either
the standard or the generalized linear system equations.
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2.1 Linearization of tlle State Equation
If u0(t) is giveninput to a systemdescribedby the statedifferentialequation(1-3),andif x0(t) is a known
solutionof the state differentialequation,then appro_mationsto the neighboringsolutionscanbe found
for smalldeviationsin the initial stateandin the input by usinga linearstate differentialequation.The
nonlinearstatedifferentialequation(1-3) canbe ]inearizedabout a generaltrajectory,asby Kwakernaak
andSivan(1972)and Dieudonne(1978),sothat x0(t) satisfies
T_o(t) = f[_0(t),xo(t), uo(t)]
Assuming that the system is operated at close to nominal conditions with u(t), x(t), and _(t) deviating
only slightly from uo(t), x0(t), and _o(t), the following expressions can be written:
u(t) = u0(t) + _u(t) (2-5)
x(t) = x0(t) + _x(t) (2-6)
,(t) = _0(t) + _,(t) (2-7)
where 5u(t), 5x(t), and 53¢(t) are small perturbations to the control, state, and time derivative of the state
vectors, respectively.
Substituting equations (2-5) to (2-7) into the nonlinear state differential equation (1-3), expanding in a
Taylor series about _o(t), xo(t), uo(t), and assuming T constant with respect to _(t) yields
0f 0f 0f
T[_o(t) + 5_(t)] = f[x0(t), ;k0(t), u(t)] + _xx 5x + _ 5_ + _uu 5u + h(t) (2-8)
where 0f/0x, 0f/01:, and 0f/0u are defined in equations (2-9) to (2-11) and h(t) represents the sum of
the higher order terms in the Taylor series, assumed to be small with respect to the perturbations. The














( _x) ;,j - 5-Zxj°f' (2-]2)
(_)i,j-- O_jOfi (2-13)
(Oa-_fu)ij - OujOfi (2-14)
respectively, where fi is the ith simultaneous equation of the nonlinear state differential function in equa-
tion (1-3), xj the jth element of the state vector, _j the jth element of the time derivative of the state
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vector,flj the jth element of the control vector, and all derivatives are evaluated at the nominal condition
(x0(t), ,0(t), .0(t)).
Subtracting equation (1-3) from (2-8), rearranging terms and neglecting the higher order terms yields a
liuearizcd state equation,
r[T__xx0fj, 5_¢(t)= _x0f5x(t)+ _uuOf5u(t) (2-15)
where the arguments of the matrix functions have been dropped to simplify the notation and where it is
understood that the matrices are to be evaluated along the nominal trajectory.
Letting
Of
C = T- a-_ (2-16)
Of
A = a---_ (2-17)
0f
/3 = 0---u (2-18)
equation (2-15) can be written as
C 5_(t) = A 5x(t) + Z 5u(t) (2-19)
which is precisely the formulation of the generalized state equation desired.
Premultiplying both sides of equation (2-19) by C -1 results in the standard form of the linearized state
differential equation,
_,(t) = C-IA &(t) + C-_ _u(t) (2-20)
Letting
A'= C-_A (2-21)
B' = C-'B (2-22)
equation (2-20) can be written in the more usual notation
5_¢(t) = A' 5x(t) + B' 5u(t) (2-23)
2.2 Linearization of the Observation Equation
The technique used in section 2.1 to linearize the state equations can be applied to the nonlinear observation
equation (1-4),
y(t) = g[x(t), _¢(t), u(t)]
Performing a Taylor series expansion about the nominal trajectory (x0(t), _0(t), u0(t)) yields
0g 0g 0g








0g 0g t0u _ 0u (xo,*o,Uo)
(2-27)
the (i, j)th elements of which are defined by
Og) Ogl (2-28)
_xx i,j Ox j
= Og_ (2-29)
respectively, where gi is the ith simultaneous equation of the nonlinear observation equation (1-4). Again,
all derivatives are evaluated at the nominal condition (xo(t), :ko(t), u0(t)).
Subtracting equation (1-4) from equation (2-24), rearranging terms, and neglecting higher order terms
results in a linear observation equation,
0g 0g 0g
5y(t) = _xx 5x + _xx 5zk + _uu 5u (2-31)





F = --0g (2-34)
0u
equation (2-31) can be rewritten as
5y(t) = II 5x(t) + G 5_(t) + F 5u(t) (2-3._)
which is the generalized linear observation equation desired.
The standard form of the observation equation can be derived by substituting for 5_ from equation (2-23)
into equation (2-33). This substitution results in
5y(t) = lI 5x(t) + G[A' 5x(t) + B' 5u(t)] + F 5u(t) (2-36)
which can be written as
By letting
ey(t) = [tI + GA'I_×(t) + IF + cm] _.(t) (2-37)
H' = H + GA' (2-38)
F' = F + GB' (2-39)
equation (2-37) becomes
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_y(t) = ti' _x(t) + r' _u(t) (2-40)
2.3 Definition of Matrices in Linearized System Equations
The results of sections 2.1 and 2.2 can be used to define the matrices in the linearized system equations
in terms of partial derivatives of the nonlinear state and observation functions taken with respect to the
state, time derivative of state, and control vectors. All derivatives are understood to be evaluated along the
nominal trajectory.
Using the nonlinear state equation (1-3),
Tx(t) = f[x(_),_(t), u(0]
the terms in the generalized form of the linearized state equation (2-19),
C 5_(t) = A 5x(t) + B 5u(t)
can be defined as
Of
C -- T- 0--_ (2-41)
Of
A = 0--x- (2-42)
Of
B = 0-_ (2-43)
The terms in the standard form of the linearized state equation (2-20),
5_(t) = A' 5x(t) + B' 5u(t)
Of]-1 c0fA'= T-_ 0x
[ 0fl-' ofB'= T- 0_J 0-u
(2-44)
(2-45)
can be defined as
In a similar manner, the nonlinear observation equation (1-4),
y(0 = g[x(0, _(t),.(t)]
can be used to define the terms of the generalized linearized observation equation (2-35),
5y(t) = r,r 5x(t) + a 5:_(t) + F 5u(t)
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{is
si = --°g (2-46)
0x
Og (2-47)G=_x x
F = --°g (2-_s)
0u
The terms in the standard form of the linearized observation equation (2-40),
5y(t) = H' 5x(t) + F' 5u(t)
can be defined as
Og Og [ Of] -1 Of (2-49)H'= 0---_+ _xx T-_x x 0---_
r' (9g 0g [ Of] -1 Of (2-50)= 0u + _ T- b2 0u
2.4 Elements of the Linearized System Matrices
The elements of the linearized system matrices derived in sections 2.1 and 2.2 are determined by applying the
linearization method employed with the vector equations in those sections to the individual scalar equations
constituting the vector equations that define the time derivatives of the state and observation variables.
Thus, for a matrix, such as the state matrix A defined by equation (2-42),
Of
0x
the element occupying the ith row and jth column of A, (A)i,j, can be represented as
Ofi
(A)i5- Oxj (2-51)
where fl is the scalar function defining the time derivative of the ith state and xj is the jth state. The
individual terms used in the A, B, C, H, G, and F matrices are defined in appendix I) based on the
generalized derivatives derived in appendix C.
Using the state vector x defined in (1-7) as
x = [pq_-V,_Z ¢o Vohx y]T
the elements of the A matrix can be expressed as
I o(_,)lOp oO;')lOq... 0(s)')/0y ]
O(q'!/Op O(q')/Oq O(q')/Oy lA= . : "




Substituting for these partial derivatives using the terms in appendix D gives
A
[ (1/Ix)[(gtSb2/2Vo)C_p + OLr/Op
--Ixyr0 + Ixzqo]
(1/Iy)[(_tSbe/2Vo)Cmp + OMr/Op
-2I_,po - Ivzqo + ro(/_ - I_)]
(1/Ix)[(gtSb_/2Vo)Ceq + OqLT/Oq + [xzPO ..,
+2r_zqo+ _0(r_- &)]
(1/Iu)(_tS_.2/2VO)Cmq + OMT/cgq ...
+Ixyro -- Ivzpo]
The elements of the B, C, H, G, and F matrices can be determined in a similar fashion, although some
care must be taken in determining the elements of the matrices for the observation equation and the C
matrix.
To determine the elements of the matrices for the observation equation, one must consider the definition
of the nonlinear vector function g defining the observation variables (eq. (1-85)),
g[x(t),,(t), u(t)] = IxT ,T uT g,T]















































upon evaluating the partial derivatives of the identity functions x, :_, and u.














where, from equation (1-48),




C12 = [ - o0;')I o? -o(/,,) I oa -o(p,) Iob-o( (_,)I of_ -O( q')I oa -O( q,)I o3
-o( ;,) l Of/ -o( ,:')1o_ -o( ;') l OD i -(OSbel2VoZ_)Ce_ -(OSb2121'SZx)Ce_ ]
-( OSb_/2 VoIz )C_ a -( ilSb2 / 2Vo[z )C,w_ J
(2-o2)
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1.o-o(_)/o_ -o(9)/o_ -o(9)/o_ lo;_ = -o(a)/of, _.o- o(_)/o_ -o(a.)/oql
-0(_)/0I 7 -O(/:))/O& 1.0 - 0(,8)/0,8]
[i.O(_Sd2Vo'_)(cOsYoCD_-sin_oC,,)(_Sb/2Vo.O(cOsYoCD_)= 1.0 + (r]Sg/2V02rn cos t_O)CLa (_Sb/2Vo2m cos flo)CLb (2-63)
(_Se/2Vo2m)(sin t3o CD_ + cos/3o Cys) 1.0 - (iiSb/2Vo2rn)(sin 13o CDi3 + cos/30 C_3)
The inverse of the C matrix, C -a, can be expressed as a partitioned matrix in terms of the matrix subpar-
tltions of the C matrix as
I 06X6
, c_-_C -a = Oax3r
__.......... (2-64)
06X6 16X6
The elements of the X, B _, H r, and F _ matrices can be determined using the C -1 matrix defined in
equation (2-64), the A, B, II, G, and F matrices, and the definitions for A r, B _, H _, and F _ given in
equations (2-21), (2-22), (2-38), and (2-39).
3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This report derives and defines a set oflinearized system matrices for a rigid aircraft of constant mass, flying
in a stationary atmosphere over _ flat, nonrotating earth. Both generalized and standard linear system
equations are derived from nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom equations of motion and a large collection of
nonlinear observation (measurement) equations.
This derivation of a linear model is general and makes no assumptions on either the reference (nominal)
trajectory about which the model is linearized or the symmetry of the vehicle mass and aerodynamic
properties.
Ames Research Center
Dryden Flight Research Facility
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, California, January 8, 1987
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APPENDIX A--AERODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS
The aerodynamic forces and moments acting on an aircraft are the result of multiple factors whose signif-
icance varies with flight condition as well as from vehicle to vehicle. In general, these forces and moments
are nonlinear functions primarily of Mach number, angle of attack, angle of sideslip, altitude, rotational
rates, and control-surface deflections. For the purposes of this report, the aerodynamic forces and moments
are assumed to be functions having the following form:
r = _(_,Z,V,h,p,q,r,e_,_,5l,...,5_) (A-l)
where F is an arbitrary force or moment, • is an arbitrary function, and the 5i are the n control surface
deflections. These forces and moments are related to the nondimensional force and moment coefficients by
the equations for the forces,
D = qSCD (A-2)
Y ----(¢SCy (A-3)
L = 4SCL (A-4)
and the moments,
L = qSbCe (:_-5)
M = CTSeC_ (a-6)
N -- qSbC_ (A-r)
where b is reference span and e is reference aerodynamic chord.
While the nondimensional aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are themselves nonlinear func-
tions of the vehicle states, time derivatives of the vehicle states, and the control surface deflections, these
coefficients are commonly expressed in linear form in terms of partial derivatives of these coefficients with
respect to the functional variables. These linear equations for the aerodynamic force and moment coeffi-
cients are derived in the same way as the linearized system equations (section 2); therefore, this derivation
will not be repeated here. These linear equations are
CL = CL0 Jr- CLa a "[- CLe_ -k CLhh -k CLv I/"
J- ECL615i J- CLpP -}" CLqq -Jr- CL_+ -[- CLa_ -[- CL_/_
i:1
CD ---- CDo '[- CD_ O: -{- CD_/3 + CDh h + CDv V
-[- ECD6i¢Si -[- CDp/_ + CDq 0 or- CDrr -{- CDa¢_ -k CD_J3
i=1
Cy : Cy o -}- Cy_a -_ Cy_/_ J- CYhh + CYvV
rL ,,
+ _ Cy_ _i + Cy,/_ + Cy_0 + Cy, _ + Cy_ h + C¥_
i=l
Ce = Ceo + Ce_a + Cee_ + Cehh + CevV
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Cm = Cmo + Cm_,e_ + Cm_3 + Cmh h + C_v V
+ _ Cm_,Si + C,_,_ + CmqO + Cmr÷ + Cma& + CmS3 (A-12)
/-----1
Cn = Cno + C,_ a + C_3 + Cnh h + Cnv V
+ _ 0,% 5i + C,_p_ + CnqO + Cn_" + Cn_ + C,,_3 (A-13)
i=l
where C_o is the value of the coefficient along the nominal trajectory and the notation C_. is defined as
OC_ (a-1,l)C_.-- Ox
with C_ being an arbitrary force or moment coefficient and x being an arbitrary state, time derivative of state,
or control-related parameter that for the usual derivatives is nondimensional. Itowever, the derivatives with
respect to altitude and velocity are not taken with respect to a nondimensional quantity. The definitions
of these nondimensional stability and control derivatives are given in terms of the coefficient C(. The













The two other stability derivatives are not nondimensional and are defined as
oc_ (a-22)C_v =- OV
OC_ (A-23)
C_h _ Oh

























Because the C_0 terms are included, the force and moment coefficients are total force and moment coefficients.




APPENDIX B--DERIVATION OF THE WIND AXIS
TRANSLATIONAL PARAMETERS V, d, AND ¢)
The derivation of the wind axis translational acceleration parameters is based primarily on the definitions
in equations (1-9) to (1-14), the body axis translational acceleration equations (1-56), and the expression
of the force terms defined in equation (1-53). In the following sections, each of the wind axis transla-




5__V = 1F_ f/ x V
5t rn
can be expanded, using equations (1-54), (1-55), and (1-26), to
= |(1/m)(YT+Ya +Yg)-l-pw-ru (B-l)
L(1/m)(Zw + za + zg) + qu- pv
The body axis aerodynamic forces can be rewritten in terms of the stability axis forces lift L, drag D, and
sideforce Y:
X_ = -D cos oe + L sin ¢_ (B-2)
g_ = Y (u-a)
Z_ = -D sin a - L cosc_ (B-4)
The gravitational forces can be resolved into body axis components such that
Xg = -mgsin 0 (B-5)
}) =mg sin ¢ cos 0 (B-6)
Zg =mg cos ¢ cos 0 (B-7)
These equations will be used in the derivations of the V, &, and/) equations. Thus, the total forces in the
body axes can be defined and expanded as
EX = XT-Dcosa+Lsina-gmsinO
EY = YT + Y + gmsin¢cosO




B.2 Derivation of I'z Equation
Beginning with the definition of V in terms of u, v, and w in equation (1-12),
V : (U 2 "_- V 2 -_ W2) 1/2
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the equation for 17`"becomes
= £g _- _7_ 732 w2)1/2dt ( u2 + +
which after expanding the derivative and cancelling terms, becomes
(B-11)
17 = l(u/t + v_ + w_2) (n-12)
By substituting the definitions for u, v, and w from equations (1-9) to (1-11) and cancelling terms, equa-
tion (B-12) yields
l) = _/cos c_cos fl + 7?sinfl + zb sin acosfl (B-13)
The definitions for h, i,, and tb in equation (B-l) are now used with equation (B-13) to give
I}. __ COS O_ COS fl (Xa q- XT q- Xg) q- cos o_ cos/3(rv - qw)
m
+ sin/3 (Ya + YT + gg) + sin fl(pw - ru)
m
sin a cos fl (Z_
-t- -1- Z T %- Zg) -at- sin c_cos/3(qu - pv)
m
(B-14)
Expanding (B-l,1) in terms of equations (B-2) through (B-r) and cancelling yields
I? = 1[ _ D cos/3 + Y sin/3 + XT cos a, cos/3 + YT sin fl + ZT sin c_cos/3
-- rag(cos _ cos fl sin 0 -- sin/3 sin ¢ cos 0 - sin a cos/3 cos ¢ cos 0)]
+ rv cos a, cos/3 - qw cos c_cos/3 + pw sin fl - ru sin fl
+ qu sin a cos//- pv sin c_cos/3 (B-15)
Equation (B-15) can be simplified by recognizing that the terms involving the vehicle rotational rates are
identically zero, which becomes obvious after substituting for u, v, and w in these terms. Thus, the final
equation becomes
19
= m[ - D cosfl + Y sin/3 + X T cos ct co8/3 -4- YT sin/3 + ZT sin o, cosfl
- rag(cos a cos/3 sin 0 - sin/3 sin ¢ cos 0 - sin n, cos fl cos ¢ cos 0)]
=
B.3 Derivation of & Equation
The equation for & can be derived fl'om the definition of a in equation (1-13),
ct = tan -1 w
u
Taking the derivative of ct with respect to time,
d d w
& = _7oe= dt tan-I-- /t
then expanding and cancelling terms, the equation becomes
1




Substitutingthe definitionsof u and w from equations (1-9) and (1-11) into equation (B-18) gives
& = _bcosa-/Lsina (B-19)
V cos/3
Using equation (B-l) to substitute for _ and _b and equations (B-S) to (B-10) to define the forces,
equation (B-19) becomes, after rearranging terms,
1
& = Vmcos/3[-L + ZT cosa - XT sina -t- mg(cosa, cos¢cosO + sin a sin 0)]
1
+ ---------_(qucoso_ - VV cos a - rvsin a + qW sin O¢) (B-20)
/_5"Vcos
which after substituting for u, v, and w from equations (1-9) to (1-11) and combining terms gives
1
_ [-L + ZT cos_ - Xx sin _ + ._S(cos _ cos¢ cos0 + sin _ sin 0)]
Vm COS
+ q - tan _3(p cos a + r sin a) (B-2_)
B.4 Derivation of fl Equation
The equation for/3 is derived from the definition of/3 as given in equation (i-ld),
v
/J = sin -1 _-
Taking the derivative of/3 with respect to time yields
d d . -a v
-Sln
(B-22)
which becomes, after expanding the derivative, substituting for 11, and cancelling,
1
/3 = V[-/_cos asin/3 +/,cos/3 - _bsin a sin/3] (B-23)
Using equation (B-l) to substitute for _, /J, and zb and equations (B-8) to (B-10) to define the forces,
_= 1
m--IT[ - cos oesin/3 (-D cos a + L sin a + Xx - my sin 0) + cos/3 (Y + YT + ngg sin ¢ cos 0)
-- sin cxsin/3 (-D sin ce - Lcosa + ZT + mg cos ¢ cos O)]
V[- cos a sin/3 (rv - qw) + cos _q(pw - ru) - sin a sin fl (qu - pv)] (B-24)+
Substituting into equation (B-24) for u, v, and w and rearranging terms yields the final equation
1
/3 = _--_[D sin/3 + Y cos/3 - XT cos a sin/3 + YT cos/3 - ZT sin a sin/3
+ rag(cos a sin/3 sin 0 + cos/3 sin ¢ cos fl -- sin a sin/3 cos ¢ cos 0)]




The equations defining the time derivatives of the state variables (derived in sections 1.2.1 to 1.2.4) and those
defining the observation variables (presented in sections 1.3.1 to 1.3.8) are used to determine the generalized
partial derivatives of the quantities with respect to a dummy variable _. The purpose of these generalized
derivatives is primarily to facilitate the derivation of the terms in the linearized equations presented ill
section 2.4; however, these equations have also proved to be useful for computer programs and were used
to verify the results obtained using LINEAR (see Duke and others, 1987).
C.1 Generalized Derivatives of the Time Derivatives of State Variables
Equations (1-39) to (1-41) define the rotational accelerations of the vehicle. These equations are used to
determine the generalized derivatives of these quantities.
OL OM ON OLT OJ_IT ONTO(p) 1 I1 + I 2 + I3 + I1 + I2 + 13 --
Op
- [2p(IxzI2 - I_vI3) - q(I_zh - I_zI: - DzI3) + r(Ixyh + D_[2 - Iw_)] 0--_
Oq
+ [P(Ixzh - IvzI2 - DzI3) + 2q(IvzI1 - IxyI3) - r(Dxla - [xv5 + Ixu/3)] 0_
- [p(L:yh + Dv[2 - Iyzh) + q(Dh - I_I2 + I_zI3) + 2r(I_zI1 -/_zI2)] _-_ (C-1)
0((i) 1 ( OL OM ON OLT OJ_IT ONT0_ detI _:_+x4-b-Y+_-_-+_:--_-+q--_+t_ 0--Y-
- [2p(I_J4 - I_I_) - q(I=I2 - r_zi4 - DJ_) + ,.(I_I_ + DJ4 - I_I_)] O__v
O_
+ b,(I_I2 - I_I_ - D_Is) + 2q(I_I2 - I_yls) - r(D_I: - IxJ4 + Ix_Is)] 0qO(
Or)
- [p(I_J2 + DJ4 - I_zI5) + q(D_I2 - L:/4 + I_J5) + 2r[I_zr2 - I=I_] _ (C-2)
O(i') 1 { OL 02ll ON OLT OJ_IT ONT0_-aet_ ±_3-(+_--_-+I_-_-+r_--gC+±s-bY -+I_ 0-2--
Op
- [2p(/_J_ - Ij6) - q(Ij3 - I_Js - D_I_) + ,'(_I_ + D_ - Z_ [_)]
Oq
+ [p(ix__r_- i,,_I_ - DJ_) + 2q(I_I_ - I_:,,I_)- r(D_I_ - I_[_ + I=I_)] O_
Or t
- [p(,%[_ + D_t_ - _I_) + q(Dz[_ - [_ + _z_) + 2,,([_J_ - I_z_)] -_ (C-3)
The quantities I1, 12, I3, I4, I5, I6, D_:, Dr, D_, and det [ are defined in equations (1-32) to (1-38) and
(1-42) to (1-44).
Equation (1-50) defines the decoupled rotational accelerations of the vehicle (1_', (i', and r'), which are
used to determine the generalized derivatives of the decoupled quantities:
O(p') 1 [OL OLT (rtxy - qI_:_) Op Oq
Or] (C-4)
- (pixy - q[u + 2r[_:z + qI_) -_
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a(;;,) 1[aM cop Oq
o_]
- (pi_ - qi_. - 2,%_ - pr=) _- (c-,5)
o(,:') l[O.,v o:v op aq
O¢ - Iz [ a_ + --o-f- + (qL: + rIyz + 2pI= u - qlv) -_ + (pI= - rI== - 2q[= v - ply) -_
- (qI z- ptyz) (c-6)
Equations (1-58) to (1-60) define the translational accelerations of the vehicle. These equations are used





OD OXT OY O0__%T __- cos f1-5( + cos _ cos9 --_ + sin fl 5-( + sin _ cos9 -- + sin/3 0 #0¢
+ [ - XT sin a cos/3 + ZT cos a cos t3 + m9(sin 0 sin a cos/3
Oa
+ cos0 cos¢ cosa cos#)1 O--(
+ [D sin/3 + Y cos/3 - XT sin/3 cos a + YT cos/3 - ZT sin a sin/3
0/3
+ rag(sin 0 cos a sin/3 + cos 0 sin ¢ cos/3 - cos 0 cos ¢ sin a sin/3)] 0(
0¢
- rag(- cos 0 cos ¢ sin/3 + cos 0 sin ¢sin a cos/3) _--_
- mg(cosOcosacos/3 + sin 0sinCsin/3 + sin 0 cos Csin c_cos/3) 0_}
1 ( OL OZT OXT'_ Op Oq OrmVcos/3 -_-+coscr O----c-sin_ O( j-tan/3c°scr_-_+_-_-ta'n/3sinao_
{ }or1 [-L + ZT cos a - XT sin a + rag(cos 0 cos ¢ cos a, + sin 0 sin o_)] 0(mV 2 cos/3
+ V cos/3 [- ZT sin _ -- XT cos a -- rag(cos 0 cos ¢ sin _ -- sin 0 cos c_)]
+ tan fl (p sin c_ -- r cos _) } 0_0(
[ tan_q
+ [m-_7-f-os/3[-L + ZT cosc_ -- XT sina
+ rag(cos 0 cos ¢ cos c_ + sia 0 sin a)]
V c_s/3
o/31 .(pcosa+rsin oz)cos 2








O_ mY L -_- + cos/7 _ - cos _ sin fl -- + cos fl _59I_ _ sin c_sin fl --_c]0Zr]
Op 0 r
+ sin_ _ - cosc_0_
1
mV_[ D sin fl + Y cos/3 - XT cos _ sin/3 + YT cos fl -- ZT sin _ sin/?
OV
+ m9(sin 0 cos a sin/3 + cos0sin 4)eosfi - cos0cos 4)sin asinfl)] 0_
+ n---_[- T sin c_sin fl -- ZT cos a sin fl + rag(- sin 0 sin a sin/3 -- cos 0 cos 4) cos a sin fl)]
+pcosa + rsin_ _-
+ m--_[D cos/3 - Y sin/3 - XT cos c_cos/7 - }_ sin/_ - ZT sin a cos
05
+ rag(sin 0 cos c_cos fl - cos 0 sin 4)sin t_q- cos 0 cos 4)sin ct cos 13)]
+ (cos 0 cos 4)cos/3 + cos 0 sin 4)sin (1sin/7) _-
__ 00+ (cos0cos asin]3 - sin0sin 4)cos_ + sin 0cos4)sin_ sin_) _-_ (c9)
Equations (1-66) to (1-68) define the vehicle attitude rates. These equations are used to determine the
generalized derivatives of these quantities:
Op Oq Or
0_ + sin 4)tan 0 _ + cos 4)tan 0 _-_ + (q cos 4)tan 0 - r sin 4)tan 0) 0_bo_
+(q sin 4) sec 2 0 + r cos 4)sec 2 0) 590
o(0) oq o_ o¢
o---(= cos_ N - si_, N - (qsin, + _cos4))
Oq Or 04)
- sin 4)sec0 _ + cos4)sec0 _ + (q co_4)sec0 - _sin _ sec0)
00




Equations (1-72) to (1-74) define the earth-relative velocities of the velficle.
to determine the generalized derivatives of these quantities:
- [cos/3 cos c_sin 0 - sin/3 sin 4 cos 0 - cos fl sin c_cos 4 cos 0] c)V0f
f
- V(cos fl sin a sin 0 + cos p cos o_cos 4 cos 0) 0a
0]3
- V(sin/3 cos a sin 0 + cos fl sin 4 cos 0 - sin fl sin c_cos 4 cos 0) _-
These equations are used
- V(sin fl cos 4 cos 0 - cos ]3sir, a sin 4 cos 0) 04
00
+ V(cos/3 cos a cos 0 + sin/3 sin 4 sin 0 + cos t3sin ozcos 4 sin 0)
- [cos _qcos c_cos 0 cos ¢ + sin/3 (sin 4 sin 0 cos ¢ - cos 4 sin ¢)
OV
+ cos 13sin o_ (cos 4 sin 0 cos _b+ sin 4 sin _b)] 0f
0_
- V[eos_sin _ cos0cos _, - cos/3 cos o_ (cos C sin 0 cos _ + sin ¢sin _)] 0f
- V[ sin ]3cos c_cos 0 cos _b - cos ]3sin 4 sin 0 cos _b - cos 4 sin _b
0Z
+ sin fl sin a (cos 4 sin 0 cos ¢ + sin 4 sin _)] 0f
04
+ V[sin fl (cos 4 sin 0 cos _b+ sin 4 sin _/,) - cos ]3sin c_ (sin 4 sin 0 cos _ - cos 4 sin _,)]
- V [cos fl cos a sin 0 cos ¢ - sin fl sin 4 cos 0 cos 0 - cos fl sin a cos 4 cos 0 cos ¢] 00
0f
- V[cos fl cos c_cos 0 sin _b+ sin _ (sin 4 sin 0 sin _ + cos 4 cos _)
+ cos _ sin a (cos 4 sin 0 sin _ - sin 4 cos g,)] 0_,
0(/)____))= [cos _ cos _ cos 0 sin _ + sin/3 (cos 4 cos _b+ sin 4 sin 0 sin g,)
0f
0V
+ cos fl sin a (cos 4 sin 0 sin _ - sin 4 cos _)] 0f
0o_
- V [cos/3 sin o_cos 0 sin _ - cos fl cos o_ (cos 4 sin 0 sin _ - sin 4 cos _)] -_-
- V[ sin fl cos _ cos 0 sin _ - cos fl (cos 4 cos _ + sin 4 sin 0 sin g,)
0Z








- V[sin _ (sin ¢ cos¢ - cos ¢ sin e sin ¢) + cos_ sin _' (sin ¢ sin e sin _, + cos¢ cos¢)] 9-_
0#
- V(cos fl cos a sin 8 sin _b- sin/_ sin ¢ cos 0 sin ¢ - cos fl sin a, cos 4' cos 8 sin ¢) _-_
+ V[cos fl coso_co_0 cos_, - sin _ (cos ¢ sin ¢ - sin ¢ sin 0 cos ¢)
+ cos_ sin _ (cos ¢ sin 0 cos¢ + sin ¢ sin ¢)] (C-15)
C.2 Generalized Derivatives of the Observation Variables
The vector equation (1-90) defining the body axis kinematic accelerations is used to determine the gener-









OD OL _ (D cos a - L sin a) _-
OD OL 00]
-cosa _- +sina _ + (Dsina + Lcosa) _0a _ gmcosO _ (C-16)
0Y o¢ 00] (o_7)+ -_- + gmcos0cos¢ _ - gmsinOsin¢--_
0¢ 00]
-gm cos Osin ¢ -_ - gm sin Ocos ¢ (c-is)
Vector equation (1-91) defines the output of body axis accelerometers at the vehicle center of gravity
and is used to determine the generalized derivatives of the individual body axis accelerometers:
0(%) 1 [OXT
(9_ gem [ O_
0(%) 1 (OYr
O_ - go._ \--5_-
O(a.) 1 [OZT
O( - gem L-_
OD OL __]--cosa_+sina_+(Dsina+Lcosa) 0a (c-19)
+ o_)
OD OL _ (D cos a - L sin a) cO(x]
- - sin a _ - cos a -_- -_ (C-21)
Using equation (1-93), the generalized derivative of the output of a normal accelerometer at the vehicle
center of gravity can be expressed as
(9a. 1 + sin a + cos a + (D cos a - L sin a) Oa
The vector equation (1-95) defining the output of orthogonal accelerometers aligned with the body axes
; but displaced fi'om the vehicle center of gravity is used to determine the generalized derivatives of these
" 43
quantities:
110-_ = O---_-+ g--_ (q yx + rz_) -_ + (py_: - 2qxx) -_ + (pz= - 2rx_) -_ + z_: -_ - y_: _-_ (C-23) !
[ ] -O(ay,i) Oau 1 (2py u _ qxu) Op Oq Or Ol) Oi" (C-24)o_ - o_ 9-0 _ - (pz_+ r_) _ - (qz_- 2_v_)_ + _ _ - z_
0(_,,) 0_
o( o_ (o25)
Equation (1-96) defines the output of a normal accelerometer aligned with the z body axis but not located
at vehicle center of gravity, an,i. This equation is used to determine the generalized derivative of an,i:
O(a,_,i) Oa_ 1 [ Op Oq Or 0)5 0c)] (C-26)O_ - -g-( + 97 (2;z_ - rxz) _ + (2qzz- rUz)-_ - (px_+ qYz) -_ - yz -_ + x_ O(J
In equations (C-20) to (C-23), the partial derivatives of the vehicle rotational rates with respect to the
dummy variable _ are defined by equations (C-1) to (C-3). The partial derivatives of the outputs of the -
body axis accelerometers at the vehicle center of gravity are defined by equations (C-16) to (C-19). In these -
equations, as before, the subscripts x, y, and z refer to the x, y, and z body axes, respectively, and the
symbols x, y, and z refer to x, y, and z body axis locations of the sensors relative to the vehicle center
of gravity.
Using equation (1-97), the generalized derivative of the load factor can be defined as
0(n) 1 or
O_ mg O_ (C-27)
Equations (1-98) to (1-105) define the air data parameters of interest for this report. These equations
are used to determine the generalized derivatives of the air data parameters:
O(a) o.Tpo OT
O_ poTo [1.4(p0/p0Tu)] 1/2 0_
O(M) 10V V Oa
O_ a O_ a2 O_
0(Re) p( OV V( Op pV( O#
- +
O_ tL O_ IL O_ #2 0_
O(Re') p OV V Op pV O_
- +
O_ # O_ p O_ #2 O_
O(q) OV v 2 Op









l,,)_,r2( 5.76M 2 ,_2.s ]
L...... k .6M - o.sJ - 1.oj
+p_ {2.4M ( 5"76M2 _2.5
\ 5.6M 2 - 0.8;
[(5.6M_ - 0.8)_]
( 5.76M2 ,_1.5





1.4M(1.O + 0.2M2) 2.s _/
O(qc/p_) ")a_ {" 5 .76M2 _2.5. {' 5"76M_ "_ (C-3d)
o_ - {..... _\5.6M 2-0.8] "aoM_\5.6M _-o.s7
[ 9.216M ]'_ 0M
[(5.6M 2 - 0.8)2J f -_
O(Tt) _ (1.0 + 0.2M 2) OT OM (c-a5)
O_ --_ + 0.4T1ll 0--#-
In the preceding equations, the generalized derivative of Mach number appears several times. This term
can be expanded using equation (C-29).
The definitions of the flightpath-related parameters are presented in equations (1-106) to (1-108). These
definitions are used to derive the generalized partial derivatives of the flightpath-related parameters:




O_ ---- [--ay,k COS ¢ COS O + az,k sin ¢ cos O] 0¢0_
+ [ax,k cos 0 + ay,k sin ¢ sin 0 + az,k cOS ¢ sin O] O0
o_
Oax,k cOay,.._kk_ i)az,k (C-38)
+sinO O# -sin¢cosO O_ cos¢cosO O_
The partial derivatives of altitude rate ]z and velocity rate 1) that appear oil the right-hand side of these
equations are defined in equations (C-13) and (C-7), respectively. The partial derivatives of the body axis
accelerations appearing in equation (C-38) are defined in equations (C-16) to (C-18).
45
Usingequations(1-109)and (1-110),the generalizedderivativesof the energy-relatedparametersare
defined.Thepartial derivativesof altituderate andvelocityrate appearingin equation(C-40)aredefined
in equations(C-13)and(C-10),respectively:
o(E.) v oy oh (o39)
-5_ - g 0,_+0_
o(Ps) __ov v o9 oi_
0_ - g 0( + -_ --o_+ --o¢ (o4o)
The derivatives of the force parameters, lift (eq. (1-111)) and drag (eq. (1-112)), are defined in sec-
tion D.1. The generalized derivatives of the normal force (eq. (1-113)) and the axial force (eq. (1-114)) are
presented in terms of the generalized derivatives of the lift and drag forces:
O(N) OL OD _ (L sin _ - D cos a) as0_ - cos_ _- + sin_ _- _ (C-41)
0(A) _ OL OD _ (L cos a + D sin a) Oa
0{ sin a -_ + cos a -_- 0_ (o42)
The body axis rates are defined in equations (1-9) to (1-11). The time derivatives of these terms are
defined in equations (1-115) to (1-117). These equations are used to derive the generalized derivatives of
the body axis rates and accelerations:
0#
O(u) _ OV 0a _ V o_sin fl _-0--(- cos_cosZ5-T- Vs:n_cos# N _os (C-43)
o(,) ov oz
o_ - sin_ N + y Cos# 0_ (c-44)
o(_) ov o_ o_ (c-45)
o-T = _i._ _osa ?-( + v cos_ cosa y( - y sin_ sin_ O-7
O(_) 1 {OX_ OD OZ) Oq O_O¢ - ._ k N cos_ -g-(+ si. _ -_ - V sin_ cos_ -_ + Vsin_ 0-_
+(rsin#_qsinc_cos/3) OV [1 ]-_ + (D sin a + L cos a) - qV cos a, cos ]3 0a0_
o/3 00
+ (rVcos/_ + qVcosasinfl) --_ - gcos0 0--_
Or0(_) 1 /'0]:r OY Op v cos# 0¢(9_ - m \ 0_ ÷-_- +Vsino_cosp_- cos_ --
OV Oa
+ (p sin # r cos _ cos/3) _ + (pV cos _ cos/3 + rV sin _ cos fl)o_ cos
uq
o/3 o¢ 00




1 (00__%Tsin 0D OL)_vsin/30p cos/38qm -- _- co_,_-_- _ +v cos_ o_
+ (qcoso_cos_-;sin_)°V [-_ I °°_
-_- - (D cos a - L sin a) + qV sin a cos/3 -_-
- (qV cos a sin t3 + pV cos 13) 0/3 0¢ 00
- gcos 0sin ¢ _- gsin 0cos¢ (c-4s)
The outputs of various instruments displaced from the vehicle center of gravity are defined in equa-
tions (1-118) to (1-121). These equations define angle of attack, angle of sideslip, altitude, and altitude rate







y, Op xa Oq (qx_2py_) OV Oa
--= -V o-_+ v of -- 5-(+ o--(
z_ Op x_ Or (rx_zpz_" _ OV Off
--= y of + V o_ \ v2 ]-_ + o_
o¢
- (--Yh cos ¢ COS0 + Zh sin ¢ cos 0)
O0 Oh





[()(Yh sin Coos0 + z.h cos Coos 0) + t}(y/_ cos Csin 0 - z h sin Csin 0)]
[ ]o0+ - 0(_ sin 0 - u_sin ¢ cos0 - _ cos¢ cos0) + _(U_cos¢ sin 0 - _ sin ¢ sin0)
0¢ 00
- (yhcos¢ cos0 - zAsin¢ cos0) N + (x_ cos0 + yhsin¢ siu 0 + _ cos¢ sin 0)
+_- (c-52)
The generalized derivatives of bank angle rate, pitch attitude rate, and altitude rate with respect to the
dummy variable _ are defined in equations (C-10), (C-11), and (C-13), respectively.
The final set of observation variables is defined in equations (1-122) to (1-125). These equations, defining
total angular momentum and the stability axis rotational rates, are used to determine the generalized
derivatives of these quantities:
O(T) op
o(p_) op
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APPENDIX D--EVALUATION OF DERIVATIVES
The generalized partiM derivatives presented in equations (C-l) to (C-56) contain partial derivatives of the
state variables, thrust forces, and total aerodynamic forces and moments with respect to the dummy variable
_. In this appendix, these partial derivatives are defined with respect to specific state, time derivatives of
state, and control variables. The derivatives of atmospheric parameters are also discussed.
D.1 Preliminary Evaluation
First, the partial derivatives of the state variables with respect to the state, time derivatives of state, and
control variables are considered. All partial derivatives of the state variables with respect to the state
variables are either equal to zero or unity. Thus,
Op Oq Or OV Oa Off 0¢ O0 0¢ Oh Ox Oy
O--p= Oq = 0---_= O----V: O--_= O---fl= 0-¢ = 0--0= 0--_ : Oh--_= b x - Oy- 1 (D-1)
and all other derivatives of state variables with respect to state variables are equal to zero. The partial
derivatives of the state variables with respect to the time derivatives of the state variables (5' and _, in
particular) are equal to zero. This is also true of the partial derivatives of the state variables with respect
to the control variables.
Second, the partial derivatives of the aerodynamic forces and moments with respect to the state, time
derivatives of state, and control variables are evaluated. Using the definitions of the force and moment
coefficients presented in appendix A, the partial derivatives can be explicitly evaluated in terms of the
stability and control derivatives.
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D.1.2 Pitching moment derivatives.--
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cOL _S_ _ (D-53)N- 2--V
cOL qSb C
Orr - _ Lr (D-54)
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COL 1 copOh - SV2CL _ + (tSCLh (D-58)
cOL 4S_ C
cO&- _ La (D-59)
cOL 4Sb C
cOj- _-_ L_ (D-60)
cOL
cOSi -- 4_CL6i (D-61)
Lift force derivatives.--
Next, the partial derivatives of the powerplant-induced forces and moments with respect to the state,
time derivative of state, and control variables are considered. The partial derivatives of the powerplant-
induced forces and moments are assumed to be zero except for moments taken with respect to the body
axis rates (p, q, 7"), moments and forces taken with respect to the velocity and velocity orientation terms
(V, a, fl), and forces taken with respect to the control variables. These terms, assumed to be nonzero, are
taken as primitives and not evaluated further. Thus, using Fp to represent a powerplant-induced force (XT,
"fiT, and ZT) and 2_[p to represent a powerplant-induced moment (LT, _[T, and ART),
cOp - O----q-- COt. - CO¢ cO---O-- cO¢ cOt, - cOx - cOy -0 (D-62)
cO_ - cOO - cO_ - Oh - COx 0----_- 05---_- = 0 (D-63)
an d
op; coF;oF; cot; OM; COM;OM; OM;
---, _, , , , , , , ,and _-fiCOV Oc_ coil 0 5_ COp COq Or COV Oc_
are taken as primitives and not evaluated further.
The final set of partial derivatives to be discussed are the derivatives of atmospheric parameters with
respect to the state, time derivative of state, and control variables. In this report, all atmospheric parameters
are assumed to be functions of altitude only. Thus, except for
OT Op O# Op_
Oh' 0--£' O---h_'and Oh'
all derivatives of ambient temperature, density, viscosity, and ambient pressure are assumed to be equal
to zero. The nonzero quantities listed previously are dependent on an atmospheric model. Clancy (1975),
Dommasch and others (1967), Etkin (1972), and Gracey (1980) present discussions of atmospheric models.






D.2 Evaluation of tile Derivatives of tile Time Derivatives
of the State Variables
The generalized derivatives of the time derivatives of the state variables are defined in appendix C, equa-
tions (C-1) to (C-15). In this section, these generalized derivatives are evaluated in terms of the stability
and control derivatives, primative terms, and the state, time derivative of state, and control variables. In
this section, the notation c9(_i)/Oxi is used to represent the more correct notation Ofi/cgxj that is employed
in the discussion at the beginning of section 3. This notation is used because there is no convenient no-
tation available to express these quantities clearly--particularly not the usual notation employed ill flight
mechanics texts such as Etkin (1972) and McRuer and others (1973). The notation tha.t defines quantities
such as Lp = c9(fi)/Op and }Vlq = c9(gl)/0 q is misleading in this context because the definitions of those terms
(such as L;, Mq) are based on assumptions of symmetric mass distributions, symmetric aerodynamics, and
straight and level flight, and additionally do not include derivatives with respect to atmospheric quantities.
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D.2.4 Decoupled roll acceleration derivatives.--
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D.2.5 Decoupled pitch acceleration derivatives.--
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D.2.6 Decoupled yaw acceleration derivatives.--
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D.3 Evaluation of the Derivatives of the Observation Variables
........ Tim generalized derivatives of the observation variables are defined in appendix C, in equations (C-16) to
(C-56). In this section, these generalized derivatives are evaluated in terms of the stability and control
derivatives, primative terms, and the s_ate, time derivative of state, and control variables.
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D.3.2 Lateral kinematic acceleration derivatives.--
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D.3.4 x body axis accelerometer output derivatives.--
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D.3.5 y body axis accelerometer output derivatives.--
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z body axis accelerometer output derivatives.--
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D.3.24 Specific energy derivatives.---
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D.3.33 z body axis acceleration derivatives.--
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D.3.38 Total angular momentum derivatives.--
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Stability axis yaw rate derivatives.--
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